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Construction and Finish

1. The Box Series Fused Planters are available in Carbon
Steel, Corten Steel and Aluminum alloys. Thickness is
based on designer specification, and/or manufacturer
recommendation for size.
2. Form and Fiber can customize metal box planters
into “fused” groups of the same height, in lieu of
individual planters for large installations.
3. Fused groups will have shared (lowered) internal
walls, for on-site connection, with an optional
horizontal 1-1/2” lip running the entire length of the
grouping. When assembled on-site, grouping of
multiple planters can visually reflect one continuous
unit.
4. Finishes include Pre-Weathering for Corten Steel or
Powder Coated finishes for Carbon Steel or Aluminum
with an exterior grade powder coat finish, available
in standard stock and non-standard stock RAL colors,
including metallics. Marine grade finish can be provided
for an upcharge per unit.
5. Fused systems can be manufactured with or without a
1-1/2” lip and standard 1”, 1.5”, or 2” drain holes or no
drain holes.

Pricing

1. Unit and group prices are based on designer
specified dimensions and US Steel and Aluminum
prices. Contact Form and Fiber for individual pricing
for your project.
2. Pricing may vary, based on thickness and
reinforcement requirements.

Powder Coat Colors

1. Standard F&F stock powder coat colors are offered in
satin and matte finishes as noted.
2. Non-standard stock RAL colors and metallics are
available and may require an additional up-charge

* Note: not all boxes will
require internal reinforcement as shown

Provided

1. Form and Fiber provides connecting hardware for interior
brackets connecting sections.

Not Provided

1. Form and Fiber DOES NOT PROVIDE waterproofing
caulking or sealant for section connections.
F&F standard stock polyester powder coat colors
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satin
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satin

dark gray
satin

black
satin

black
matte
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satin

medium bronze
satin

dark bronze
matte
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satin
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matte
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